TKE CONCLAVE 2015
DAY OF SERVICE:
IMPACT REPORT

$32,551.77
Total economic impact of volunteer work (1 volunteer hour = $23.07 in LA.)

$3,150.00
Donated directly to 7 different community partners

1411 Total hours of volunteer labor completed

347 Volunteers

7 Community organizations supported
8,312 pounds of food sorted for distribution
300 chairs and desks moved and placed in over 20 classrooms
50 invasive Chinese Tallow trees removed from City Park's Couturie Forest
25 fitness equipment machines moved to new facility
1 school floor painted
1 building painted
1 house gutted

"The volunteers were a great help and had good energy"
-Kyle Jones, Director of Operations KIPP Renaissance

"Thanks again for the volunteer's help. The guys from TKE were great."
-Kyle Jones, Director of Operations KIPP Renaissance